Abstract: The number of clusters (i.e., the number of classes) for unsupervised classification has been recognized as an important part of remote sensing image clustering analysis. The number of classes is usually determined by cluster validity indices (CVIs). Although many CVIs have been proposed, few studies have compared and evaluated their effectiveness on remote sensing datasets. In this paper, the performance of 16 representative and commonly-used CVIs was comprehensively tested by applying the fuzzy c-means (FCM) algorithm to cluster nine types of remote sensing datasets, including multispectral (QuickBird, Landsat TM, Landsat ETM+, FLC1, and GaoFen-1) and hyperspectral datasets (Hyperion, HYDICE, ROSIS, and AVIRIS). The preliminary experimental results showed that most CVIs, including the commonly used DBI (Davies-Bouldin index) and XBI (Xie-Beni index), were not suitable for remote sensing images (especially for hyperspectral images) due to significant between-cluster overlaps; the only effective index for both multispectral and hyperspectral data sets was the WSJ index (WSJI). Such important conclusions can serve as a guideline for future remote sensing image clustering applications.
Introduction
Land use/cover data is crucial for diverse disciplines (e.g., ecology, geography, and climatology) since it serves as a basis for various "real world" applications [1] [2] [3] . Remote sensing technique have become the mainstream means to acquire land use/cover data, owing to its specific advantages, including synoptic views and cost-effectiveness [4, 5] . Remote sensing image clustering, which utilizes only the statistical information inherent in the image without human interference, is one of the most widely used methods to produce land cover information [6, 7] . It is also valued because of its high efficiency (i.e., it does not use training samples) [8] .
The success of clustering (unsupervised classification) depends greatly on the proper determination of cluster number (i.e., the optimal number of classes) [9] : if the number of classes selected is less than the actual number, one or more separate classes would be merged into other classes; conversely, if larger, one or more homogeneous classes would be separated into different classes. The consequence is that the information contained in the raw data is incorrectly explored and used and the classification results will not be coincident with the "real" situation [10] . In this circumstance, the role points in the same cluster are as close (i.e., have high similarity) as possible while those in different clusters are dispersed as far (i.e., have high dissimilarly) as possible. The partition matrix can be denoted as U " rµ i j s, 1 ď i ď K, 1 ď j ď N, where µ ij is the grade of membership of point x j to cluster C i pi " 1, . . . , Kq.
Clustering can be performed in two forms: crisp and fuzzy. In crisp clustering, any one point of the given dataset belongs to only one class of clusters, that is µ ij " 1 if x j P C i ; otherwise µ ij " 0. In fuzzy clustering, a point may belong to several or all classes with a certain grade of membership. In this case, the partition matrix UpXq is represented as U " rµ i j s, where µ ij P r0, 1s. It should be noted that crisp clustering is a special version of fuzzy clustering in which the grade of membership of a point to a cluster is either 0 or 1. Once a fuzzy clustering structure is determined by a specific algorithm, each point of the given data will be assigned to the most likely cluster (i.e., with the largest grade of membership for that point). Through this process, the fuzzy clustering can be transformed into crisp clustering for real applications.
The Fuzzy C-Means Algorithm
The classical fuzzy c-means (FCM) algorithm proposed by Bezdek [22] has been successfully used in a wide domain of applications, such as agricultural engineering, image analysis, and target recognition, among others [20, 23, 24] . The objective of FCM is to evolve a set of cluster centers through minimizing the weighted within-cluster sum of squared error function J m , which is defined as:
where Z " pz 1 , z 2 , . . . , z K q is a group of cluster centers, z i P R d (d is the number of features included in each point). || . . . || is a Euclidean norm measuring the similarity between a point and the corresponding cluster center. The weighting exponent m controls the fuzziness of the grade of membership. The partition matrix µ ij and the cluster center set Z in the function J m can be calculated using the following equations: 
The FCM algorithm iteratively searches the fuzzy partition matrix and the cluster centers with a greedy searching strategy, until either no more changes are found in the cluster centers or the differences between two successive cluster centers fall below a predefined threshold. Normally, the FCM algorithm consists of the following steps:
Step 1: Determine the number of cluster K and the weighting exponent m, initialize the cluster centers Zpz 1 , z 2 , . . . , z K q randomly, and define a threshold of iteration termination ε.
Step 2: Update the fuzzy partition matrix using Equation (2).
Step 3: Recalculate the cluster center set Z new using Equation (3).
Step 4: If ||Z new´Z || ď ε, stop the iteration and output the clustering result; otherwise, go to step 2.
The K-Means Algorithm
The K-means algorithm is one of the most commonly used methods for unsupervised image classification [2] . Similar to FCM, the objective of K-means is to determine a set of cluster centers through minimizing the clustering metric M, which is defined as M "
where C i represents a cluster with z i as its cluster center. A greedy searching strategy is also employed in K-means to search for the optimal set of cluster centers, until a predefined termination condition is met. The main steps of the algorithm are as follows:
Step 1: Determine the cluster number K and the maximum iteration number Max_ iter to generate the initial cluster centers randomly.
Step 2: Assign pixel x j to cluster C i if ||x j´zi || ă ||x j´zk ||, k P t1, 2, . . . , Ku, and i ‰ k.
Step 3:
where N i denotes the number of pixels in cluster C i .
Step 4: If Max_ iter is reached, terminate the cycle and output the clustering result; otherwise, go to Step 2.
Cluster Validity Indices (CVIs)
Broadly, current fuzzy CVIs (for fuzzy clustering) can be classified into two forms: one (called simple CVIs) only considers the fuzzy grades of membership to a class of the data (e.g., the partition coefficient), the other (called advanced CVIs) takes both fuzzy grads of membership and the geometrical properties (i.e., the structure) of the original data into account (e.g., the well-known XBI) [10] . In fact, crisp CVIs (for crisp clustering) which only consider the geometrical properties of the original data (e.g., the well-known DBI) are special versions of advanced CVIs, and can also be used in fuzzy image clustering analysis [12] . In this study, a total of 16 representative and commonly used CVIs of different forms were chosen for evaluation, including three simple CVIs, and thirteen advanced CVIs.
It is noteworthy that some CVIs (e.g., XBI) indicate the optimal cluster number of data by using the maximum value, while the others use the minimum value. For convenience, we subsequently denote the former (the larger, the better CVI) as CVI + , and the latter (the lower, the better CVI) as CVI´.
Simple CVIs
(1) The partition coefficient (PC + ) [25] evaluates the compactness by using the averaged strength of belongingness of data, and is defined as:
(2) The partition entropy (PE´) is formed based upon the logarithmic form of PC [22] , and is defined as:
(3) The modification of PC (MPC + ) [26] is designed to reduce the monotonic tendency of PC and PE. The index is defined as:
MPCpKq " 1´K K´1 p1´PCq
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Advanced CVIs
(1) The Davies-Bouldin Index (DBI´) [27] estimates the ratio of within-cluster compactness to between-cluster separation, which is defined as:
where
||x j´zi || 2 , N i denotes the number of data points in the ith cluster (C i ).
(2) The Dunn Index (DI + ) [28] evaluates a clustering by taking the minimum distance between-cluster as separation and the maximum distance between each pair of within-cluster points as compactness. The original index is defined as [28] :
where dispC p , Crefers to the distance between the pth and qth clusters, is calculated as dispC p , C" min
p||x j´xl ||q; diapC i q denotes the maximum distance between any pair of within-cluster points, which is measured as diapC i q " max
(3) The Calinski-Harabasz Index (CHI + ) [29] is a ratio-type index in which compactness is measured by the distance (W K ) between each within-cluster point to its centroid, and separation is based on the distance (B K ) between each centroid to the global centroid (z), i.e.,:
(4) The Fukuyama and Sugeno Index (FSI´) [30] is designed to measure the discrepancy between fuzzy compactness and fuzzy separation, i.e.,:
(5) The Xie and Beni Index (XBI´) [31] is also a ratio-type index, which measures the average within-cluster fuzzy compactness against the minimum between-cluster separation, i.e.,:
(6) The Kwon Index (KI´) [32] aims to overcome the shortcoming of XBI that decreases monotonically when the cluster number approaches the actual cluster number of data. Here, a penalty function was introduced to the numerator of XBI, i.e.,: 
(8) The SC Index (SCI + ) [34] measures the fuzzy compactness/separation ratio of clustering by using the difference between two functions, SC 1 and SC 2 , i.e.,:
where SC 1 (Equation (16)) evaluates the compactness/separation ratio by considering the grades of membership and the original data: the larger the SC 1 , the better the clustering:
while SC 2 (Equation (17)) measures the ratio by using the grades of membership only: the smaller the SC 2 , the better the clustering:
where n jk "
(9) The Compose Within and Between scattering Index (CWBI´) [19] assesses the average compactness and separation of fuzzy clustering by using the sum of two functions, i.e.,:
where α is a weighing factor which equals DispK max q, the DispKq with the maximum cluster number; and ScatpKq refers to the average scattering (i.e., compactness) for K clusters, which is defined as:
where ||x|| " px T¨x q 1{2 ; σpXq denotes the variance of data, which is defined as σpXq "
px j´z q 2 ; σpz i q denotes the fuzzy variation of cluster i, which is defined as σpz i q "
The smaller the value of ScatpKq, the better the compactness of the clustering. The distance function DispKq measuring the separation between clusters is defined as:
The smaller the value of DispKq, the better the separation of clusters.
(10) The WSJ Index (WSJI´) [13] , inspired by the CWBI, also uses a linear combination of averaged fuzzy compactness and separation to measure clustering, which is defined as:
where ScatpKq is given by Equation (19) ; SeppKq denotes the between-cluster separation, which
mint||z i´zk ||u; SeppK max q refers to the SeppKq with the maximum cluster number.
(11) The PBMF index (PBMFI + ) [20] estimates within-cluster compactness and large separation between clusters of fuzzy clustering, i.e.,:
(12) The SVF index (SVFI + ) [35] emphasizes on low within-cluster variation (i.e., high compactness) and large separation between clusters, i.e.,:
(13) The WL Index (WLI´) [12] measures both within-cluster compactness and between-cluster separation of fuzzy clustering. Specifically, it takes both the minimum and the median distances between clusters as separation, which retains the clusters whose centroids are close to each other. The index is defined as:
where W L n denotes the fuzzy compactness of clusters, which is defined as W L n " denote, respectively, the minimum distance and median distance between any pair of clusters.
Experiments and Results
In this section, the performance of the 16 CVIs introduced in Section 3 was evaluated using five types of multispectral, and four types of hyperspectral, remote sensing datasets (detailed below). For image clustering, the FCM and K-means algorithms were utilized here. The operational parameters in FCM were designated in line with previous studies [13] : threshold of iteration termination ε " e´5, weighting exponent m " 2, and the maximum iteration number Max_iter " 500; while the operational parameters in K-means as: the pixel change threshold = 0%, and the maximum iteration number Max_iter " 500. For each of the images, the two algorithms were implemented with cluster number K " 2, 3, . . . , 10, respectively. To overcome the shortcoming of the two algorithms that often trap on local optima, depending on the initial solutions [36] , each implementation of the clustering was repeated five times and the best clustering result (with the minimum value of J m (Equation (1)) or M (Equation (4)) was retained for CVIs evaluation.
Datasets
The five multispectral data sets include QuickBird [37] , Landsat TM, Landsat ETM+, GaoFen-1 [38] , and FLC1 [39] . Their true/false color maps, the corresponding ground reference maps and the spectral curves of land use/cover classes were shown in Figure 1 . The four hyperspectral datasets include Hyperion [40] , HYDICE [41] , ROSIS [42] and AVIRIS [43] . Their false color maps, ground reference maps and spectral curves of land cover/use classes were presented in Figure 2 . The basic information on the remote sensing datasets employed in our experiments was detailed in Table 1. image clustering, the FCM and K-means algorithms were utilized here. The operational parameters in FCM were designated in line with previous studies [13] : threshold of iteration termination
, and the maximum iteration number 500 _ = iter Max ; while the operational parameters in K-means as: the pixel change threshold = 0%, and the maximum iteration number 500 _ = iter Max . For each of the images, the two algorithms were implemented with cluster number 10 ..., , 3 , 2 = K , respectively. To overcome the shortcoming of the two algorithms that often trap on local optima, depending on the initial solutions [36] , each implementation of the clustering was repeated five times and the best clustering result (with the minimum value of m J (Equation (1)) or M (Equation (4)) was retained for CVIs evaluation.
The five multispectral data sets include QuickBird [37] , Landsat TM, Landsat ETM+, GaoFen-1 [38] , and FLC1 [39] . Their true/false color maps, the corresponding ground reference maps and the spectral curves of land use/cover classes were shown in Figure 1 . The four hyperspectral datasets include Hyperion [40] , HYDICE [41] , ROSIS [42] and AVIRIS [43] . Their false color maps, ground reference maps and spectral curves of land cover/use classes were presented in Figure 2 . The basic information on the remote sensing datasets employed in our experiments was detailed in Table 1 . 
Results
The nine types of images were clustered by FCM and K-means algorithms respectively, and each clustering result was evaluated using the corresponding ground-truth data (Figures 1 and 2) . Table 2 shows the classification accuracies of the images achieved by the two algorithms. Similarly, both FCM and K-means generated good classification results, with the overall accuracy greater than 90% for seven images. However, considering the length limitation of the paper, the clustering results by K-means and the corresponding cluster validity result for each image were not presented in as much detail as those by FCM, but were summarized at the end of the results. Tables 3-11 illustrated the variations of the 16 CVIs with the number of clusters ranging from two to 10 by FCM for each image. The optimal cluster numbers of each image are indicated by the CVIs, shown in bold font. The clustering results of multispectral and hyperspectral datasets by FCM, respectively, are illustrated in Figures 3 and 4 . Note that only four clustering results for each image are presented, including the optimal one (underlined), one or two close to the optimal, and those indicated by many CVIs (usually larger than 4) (bold). For example, Figure 3e -h illustrates the clustering results of Landsat TM image, in which the optimal clustering (Figure 3g) is underlined, the two near-optimal clustering results (Figure 3f,h ) and the obviously-incorrect clustering indicated by many CVIs (Figure 3e ) are also presented. 
(s) (t) Note: * denotes the actual cluster number of the image. The three ground truth classes (road, paddy field, and farmland) of the image were well identified with cluster number K " 3 ( Figure 3b ). As listed in Table 3 , the majority of CVIs correctly indicated the actual cluster number of this simple image (except CHI, FSI, SCI, and SVFI).
Figure 3e-h illustrates the clustering results of the Landsat TM image with the cluster number K " 2, 3, 4, 5. Among them, the clustering with K " 4 succeeded in separating the four ground truth classes of the image (forest, farmland, water, and town) (Figure 3g ). The clustering with K " 2 was obviously incorrect since three ground truth classes, i.e., forest, farmland, and town were merged into one class (Figure 3e) . Unfortunately, as shown in Table 4 most indices (DBI, PC, PE, MPC, XBI, KI, TI, PBMFI, and WLI) underestimated the real situation, which preferred two as the cluster number of the image; whereas a clear overestimation was given by DI and SVFI; only five CVIs including CHI, FSI, SCI, CWBI, and WSJI provided the actual cluster number of the image. Figure 3i -l portrays the clustering results of the Landsat ETM+ image with the cluster number K " 2, 3, 4, 5, respectively. The four ground truth classes of the image (marsh, forest, water, and farmland) were well separated with cluster number K " 4 ( Figure 3k ). However, similar to the Landsat TM experiment, most indices (PE, MPC, XBI, KI, TI, CWBI, PBMFI, and WLI) recommended two clusters as the optimal partitioning of the image (Table 5 ). CHI and WSJI were the only two indices that correctly indicated the cluster number of the image. Figure 3m -p presents the clustering results of the GaoFen-1 image with the cluster number K " 2, 4, 5, 6. The five ground truth classes of the image, namely water1 (light colored), water2 (dark colored), grass, soil, and sand, were well distinguished with cluster number K " 5 ( Figure 3o ). This was correctly indicated by most CVIs including DBI, CHI, MPC, FSI, XBI, KI, TI, SCI, WSJI, and WLI (Table 6 ). For the rest of the CVIs that erroneously indicated the cluster number, most of them (DI, PC, PE, and PBMFI) suggested two. Figure 3q -t demonstrates the clustering results of the FLC1 image with the cluster number K " 2, 3, 5, 6. The five ground truth classes of the image (soybeans, oats, corn, wheat, and red clover) were fairly well identified with cluster number K " 5 ( Figure 3s ). For the cases of clustering with K " 2 and K " 3, obvious misclassifications were observed, with some separated classes being merged into one class (Figure 3q,r) . As shown in Table 7 , there were four CVIs (DI, CHI, FSI, and WSJI) that provided the actual cluster number (K " 5) for the image. But five CVIs (DBI, PC, PE, PBMFI, and WLI) and five others (MPC, XBI, KI, TI, and CWBI) erroneously supported the clustering with cluster number K " 2 and K " 3, respectively.
Figure 4a-d depicts the clustering results of Hyperion data with the cluster number K " 2, 3, 4, 5. The four ground truth classes (woodland, island interior, water, and floodplain grasses) were well classified with cluster number K " 4 ( Figure 4c ). Clustering results with other cluster numbers were obviously not satisfactory. For example, in the case of clustering with K " 2, three (without water) of the four classes were wrongly merged into one class (Figure 4a ). This was chosen by half the total CVIs, namely DBI, PC, PE, MPC, XBI, KI, TI, and CWBI (Table 8) . In fact, all of the CVIs, except WSJI, failed to detect the actual cluster number of the image. Figure 4e -h provides the clustering results of HYDICE data with the cluster number K " 3, 4, 5, 6, of which the clustering with K " 4 properly separated the four ground truth classes (roads, trees, trail, and grass) (Figure 4f ). In the case of clustering with K " 3, there were clear errors due to the incorrect merging of trees and roads (Figure 4e ). However, it was still suggested by half of the CVIs, including DBI, MPC, XBI, KI, CWBI, TI, PBMFI, and WLI (Table 9 ). Similar to the experiment on Hyperion, WSJI was the only index returning the correct information about cluster number. Figure 4i -l lists the clustering results of ROSIS data with the cluster number K " 3, 4, 5, 6. Among them, the clustering with K " 5 successfully classified the five ground truth classes (meadows, trees, asphalt, bricks, and shadows) (Figure 4k ). For the case of K " 3, trees and shadows were not distinguished (Figure 4i ). However, this incorrect suggestion was also made by as many as half of the CVIs, including DBI, CHI, MPC, XBI, KI, TI, CWBI, and WLI (Table 10 ). Once again, only WSJI correctly indicated the actual cluster number of the image. Figure 4m -p shows the clustering results of AVIRIS data with the cluster number K " 3, 4, 5, 6, in which the five ground truth classes (vineyard untrained, celery, fallow smooth, fallow plow, and stubble) were well classified with K " 5 ( Figure 4o ). However, no CVI was able to indicate the actual cluster number of the image (Table 11 ). Instead, most of them (DBI, DI, PC, MPC, XBI, KI, TI, CWBI, WSJI, and WLI) preferred four clusters for the image, which merged the classes of fallow smooth and fallow plow (Figure 4n ). Figure 5 illustrates the percentage of successes (correct guesses) achieved by the 16 CVIs. (meadows, trees, asphalt, bricks, and shadows) (Figure 4k ). For the case of 3 = K , trees and shadows were not distinguished (Figure 4i ). However, this incorrect suggestion was also made by as many as half of the CVIs, including DBI, CHI, MPC, XBI, KI, TI, CWBI, and WLI (Table 10 ). Once again, only WSJI correctly indicated the actual cluster number of the image. (Table 11) . Instead, most of them (DBI, DI, PC, MPC, XBI, KI, TI, CWBI, WSJI, and WLI) preferred four clusters for the image, which merged the classes of fallow smooth and fallow plow (Figure 4n ). Figure 5 illustrates the percentage of successes (correct guesses) achieved by the 16 CVIs. Table  12 summarizes the cluster validity results of the 16 CVIs by FCM on nine types of remote sensing image datasets, in which the actual cluster number of each image is listed in column K# while those indicated by CVIs are shown in other columns. From the table it can be seen that WSJI was the only index that correctly recognized the actual cluster numbers of all of the datasets (including multispectral and hyperspectral data), except for the AVIRIS image. Thus WSJI, was the most effective and stable index of all. CHI and FSI succeeded in multispectral datasets but failed in hyperspectral datasets. The DBI, DI, MPC, SCI, XBI, KI, TI, CWBI, and WLI indices were only effective for two multispectral images. CVIs including PC, PE, and PBMFI failed, generally, except for the simple QuickBird experiment. SVFI failed for all images. Figure 5 . The overall performance of CVIs by applying FCM algorithm to cluster nine types of remote sensing datasets.
Discussion
In essence, a CVI is designed to measure the degree of compactness and/or separation of clusters. However, the two indicators are potentially in conflict because the number of clusters is generally positively associated with compactness, but negatively with separation. Thus, a balanced definition of compactness and separation is crucial to the designing of CVIs. Most CVIs measure compactness in a similar way, i.e., the distance between each data point and its cluster center. The major differences among CVIs, thus, lie in whether the indicator of separation is utilized and how it is defined. In fact, separation is not included in simple CVIs, whereas it is explicitly presented in all the advanced CVIs but with non-uniform definitions, e.g., the minimum or maximum distance between clusters. Beside issues of measuring compactness and separation, the performance of CVIs is also closely related to the nature of the experimental datasets. For remote sensing data, significant overlaps among clusters often exist [15] . This property of the datasets must, therefore, be considered by CVIs.
In our experiments, simple CVIs like PC, PE, and MPC were the worst performers. They underestimated the cluster numbers of most images (Table 10) , consistent with previous studies [12, 20] . This is mainly because they are built on the assumption that clusters are dispersed far away from each other, and the belonging (membership) of each point to its cluster is much larger than it is to other clusters. This assumption is, however, not necessarily valid in the context of the fuzzy property of remote sensing data. Thus, those CVIs without separation indicators are incapable of effectively handling such complex datasets.
Some advanced CVIs (including DBI, DI, XBI, KI, TI, PBMFI, SVFI, and WLI) usually performed better than simple CVIs, but were still far from satisfactory. This is mainly because these CVIs take the minimum distance (e.g., DBI and XBI) or the maximum distance (e.g., PBMFI) between clusters to measure separation and this results in a preference for clustering in which clusters are dispersed as far as possible [12] . However, clusters in remote sensing data are usually allocated closely. Those CVIs, in which separation exerts a great impact, therefore, underestimate the actual cluster numbers of the images (Table 10 ). It was found that some advanced CVIs (CHI, FSI, and SCI), in which the distance between each cluster center to the global center was taken as separation, worked better than the CVIs above. The separation measured with the distance from a single cluster to the global center, rather than the extreme (i.e., the minimum or maximum) distance between clusters, permits the existence of some clusters with close distances. However, they also failed in all experiments for hyperspectral images. The small distance between clusters in hyperspectral data weakened the role of separation in these CVIs, but enhanced the impact of compactness, thereby tending to overestimate the cluster number (Table 10) .
Obviously, the bottleneck of most existing CVIs in handling large scale data (such as remote sensing data) lies in how to balance the two conflicting factors (compactness and separation) to correctly indicate the actual cluster number of the data. Fortunately, WSJI (the only index) strikes the right balance between the two factors through normalization [13] , and its effectiveness is clearly verified in our experiments. This is especially suitable for handling complex remote sensing datasets: if the cluster number is underestimated, a large compactness emerges to penalize the clustering with too few clusters; conversely, if the cluster number is overestimated, a large separation appears to penalize the clustering with too many clusters; it is only when the actual cluster number is defined that both compactness and separation simultaneously become relatively small. The WSJI seemed to indicate a non-optimal clustering (K " 4) only in the AVIRIS experiment, in which fallow smooth and fallow plow were merged into one cluster (Figure 4n ). This is because the between-cluster distance of the two classes was small (having similar spectral characteristics (Figure 2l) ), the value of separation increased significantly, so the WSJI did not indicate the optimal clustering (K " 5). However, it was found that the two classes essentially belonged to the same land cover class (fallow), only differing in the surface roughness of the ground (smooth or plowed). In this sense, WSJI still detected the "real" cluster number of the image.
It should be noted that CVIs, a post-processing procedure applied to clustering, is based on the assumption that the structure of the dataset is well described by the cluster methods [35] . Otherwise, the evaluation would be meaningless [44] . Fortunately, the clustering results generated by the FCM algorithm worked fairly well in our experiments, as indicated by our land cover maps, although the cluster numbers were not very large. This is mainly due to the fact that it is difficult for FCM to handle complex images with a larger number of clusters [45, 46] . In the future, it would be worthwhile to investigate more sophisticated methods (e.g., artificial intelligence-based algorithms) for image clustering. In addition to the 16 CVIs included in the experiments, some types of CVIs (such as graph-based validity measures [47] ) that have recently appeared in the field of pattern recognition could be explored in further research to test their effectiveness in the area of remote sensing.
There was one dataset for each RS sensor in our experiment because of the length limitation of the paper. However, some remote sensing images, such as QuickBird versus Gaofen-1, and HYDICE versus AVIRIS, have great similarities in terms of number of bands, spatial resolution, and spectral wavelength. Two similar images can, thus, be confidently seen as two scenes of images acquired by effectively the same sensor. It is noted that the images employed in our experiments were acquired at different locations, which allows us to analyze the performance of CVIs on various types of landscapes (e.g., farmland, marsh and urban). Obviously, this might be helpful for the generalization of conclusions drawn in this paper.
Conclusions
In this paper, we evaluated the effectiveness of 16 representative CVIs on nine types of remote sensing datasets by utilizing the FCM algorithm for image clustering. From the experimental results, it was found that, due mainly to inappropriate definitions of separation, most existing CVIs were not suitable for remote sensing datasets (especially for hyperspectral data), which usually have significant overlaps between clusters. The only effective index was the WSJI, which indicated the real cluster numbers of the images (with either multispectral or hyperspectral data), because of its balanced combination between compactness and separation through normalization. This index, thus, deserves to be given first priority for future remote sensing classification applications. However, we do not claim that it would be effective in all applications because of the complexity of remote sensing datasets (e.g., a variety of formats, spatial scales, and spectral scales, among others). Furthermore, the selected algorithms and their operational parameters are very important for the performance of CVI, as they directly control the clustering quality (classification accuracy) of the image. In addition, the land use/cover classes covered by the images may also impact the cluster validity results. For example, WSJI failed in the AVIRIS experiment due to the very similar spectral characteristics of the two fallow classes (fallow smooth and fallow plow). As stated by Pal and Bezdek [48] "no matter how good your index is, there is a data set out there waiting to trick it (and you)".
